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Abstract: The disposal of scrap tyre is a major problem in 

developing countries. Material recycling is adopted in order to 

promote safer disposal (beside conventional dump and thermal 

recycling). Tyre derived geomaterial (TDGM) are proposed to be 

used in construction of gabion type retaining wall to prevent slope 

failure that has been a serious geotechnical threat in many 

countries. The reason of choosing tyre is not only to help in 

reducing the stockpiling of scrap tyre generated in environmental 

friendly way but also to reduce the dependency of gravel as the 

material to filled current gabion wall. In this study, laboratory 

scale model of gabion wall was developed to protect soil slope. 

Various proportion mixture of gravel:TDGM were used to 

construct the gabion wall. The protected slope was subjected to an 

artificial rainfall of 13mm/hour. Soil movement from 

commencement of the test until the slope failed was recorded by 

using transducers. Sieve analysis, specific gravity test and 

compaction test were conducted beforehand upon all materials 

used in the study to determine basic characteristics of the 

materials. From this study, it is found that, due to its lightweight 

properties, the use of TDGM (tyre chips and tyre buffer) as unique 

material in gabion wall was insufficient to reduce the 

displacement of the gabion wall. Larger displacement of gabion 

wall was recorded in the case of gravel:TDGM mixture was used 

to fill gabion wall. TDGM need to be mixed with large amount of 

gravel (at least 80% by volume) to increase the self-weight of the 

gabion wall and increase its stability.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The generation of scrap tyres and its disposal is a major 

problem, especially in developing countries. The 

conventional open dumping method will lead to the easily 

spread of diseases as well as it creates an unpleasant view. In 

developed countries, thermal recycling of scrap tyres has been 

practiced to reduce the amount of scrap tyres generated each 

year. However, thermal recycling also can cause a problem 

from the environment point of view because it contributes to 

the carbon dioxide generation. On that account, material 

recycling which is more environmental friendly way of waste 

utilization was explored.  
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In the past few years, studies regarding the utilization of 

tyres in construction projects have gained popularity. These 

studies include laboratory testing, numerical simulation, and 

physical modelling as well as field investigation. Due to its 

advantageous physical and mechanical characteristics, tyre 

derived geomaterial (TDGM) either in the form of shreds, 

chips or crumbs has been used as filler material for 

embankments [1], as backfill material behind retaining walls 

and abutments [2]-[3], as base isolation for buildings [4] and 

as lining in tunnelling works [5]. The effectiveness of TDGM 

to mitigate soil’s liquefaction behind retaining wall and under 

shallow foundation have also been studied [6]-[11]. In 

addition, research on the potential of TDGM has also covered 

wide range of waste tyre utilization, either as a whole (i.e. 

uncut) in conjunction with granular materials [12] or being cut 

into pieces [13]-[16]. The results of these studies showed 

improvement in soil characteristics and engineering behaviors 

when TDGM were utilized on temporary or permanent soil 

structures as full or partial substitute material. 

On the other hand, slope failure is a worldwide 

geotechnical hazard that can caused losses of lives and 

damages of structures and infrastructures. Huge amount of 

money was needed to restore all the damages due to slope 

failure. Slope failure occurred when slope collapses abruptly 

due to weakened self-retainability of the soil under the 

influence of a prolonged rainfall or earthquake. Preventive 

measures were often taken to prevent slopes from failure. One 

of the most common method is by constructing retaining wall 

(i.e. gabion wall) at the toe of the slope. A gabion wall is a 

retaining wall which made of stacked stone-filled gabions 

placed within a wire mesh. Gabion walls are usually angled 

back towards the slope, or stepped back with the slope, rather 

than stacked vertically. It has been used widely to protect soil 

slopes along roads and highways especially in Malaysia. Fig. 

1 shows a typical type of gabion wall that normally been used 

in Malaysia. 

 
Fig 1. Typical type of gabion wall [17] 
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II.  METHODOLOGY 

A. Preparation of materials 

Gravel and sand used in this study were locally obtained 

from Kuantan area while tyres are purchased from a tyre 

retread company in Kuantan, Pahang. Fig. 2(a) shows picture 

of gravel, tyre chips, soil and tyre buffer used in this study 

while, Fig. 2(b) shows the sample of tyre buffer. All the 

materials were tested for its basic properties as shown in 

Table I. 

 

  
(a)                                       (b)                              

Fig 2. (a) Gravel, tyre chips and soil, (b) Tyre buffer 

 

Table I: Laboratory testing to determine basic properties 

of the materials 
Laboratory test Standard 

Sieve analysis ASTM D422 

Specific gravity (soil) 

Specific gravity (gravel) 

ASTM D854 

ASTM C127-15 

Compaction ASTM D698 

B. Development of Slope Model 

There are five types of slope model that have been 

developed in this study. Table 2 shows the description for the 

five types of the slope model. The unprotected soil slope 

model (Model 1), was constructed by using three different 

angle (30, 45 and 60). While, the protected soil slope 

models (Model 2, Model 3, Model 4 and Model 5), were 

constructed by using the most critical angle obtained in Model 

1. Fig. 3 shows the general layout of protected slope model by 

using gabion wall. 

All the slope models were made in clear acrylic box. A 

marking line was drawn outside the acrylic box as the 

guidance in constructing the slope. Dry soil was poured into 

the box at a constant height of approximately 30cm to ensure 

that the density of the sand was almost the same for all the 

slope models. Sand were poured until it reached the marking 

line drawn. Several cages of gabion wall were lined up along 

the slope’s toe. The arrangement was made according to the 

guideline given by the Public Works Department Malaysia.  

Table II: Types of the slope model 
Model Types of slope Material used to made gabion wall 

1 Unprotected 

soil slope 

- 

2 

Protected soil 

slope by using 

gabion wall 

Gravel 

3 Tyre buffer 

4 Gravel and tyre chips 

(proportion mixture by volume of 80:20, 

50:50) 

5 Gravel and tyre buffer 

(proportion mixture by volume of 80:20, 

50:50, 20:80) 

 

 
Fig 3. General layout of protected slope model by using 

gabion wall 

C. Execution of Rainfall Test 

The completed slope model was placed on top of hydrology 

and rainfall apparatus which can be found in Hydraulic and 

Hydrology Laboratory of Universiti Malaysia Pahang. This 

apparatus consists of a metal frame which holds spray nozzles 

that can simulate rainfall. Source of water are coming from 

the reservoir attached under the apparatus. Water was pumped 

from the reservoir to the overhead nozzles. The amount of 

water that came out from the nozzle can be controlled by 

using flow valve which located at the middle of the apparatus. 

In this study, the rainfall rate of 13mm/hour was selected 

based on the average value of rainfall experienced in Kuantan 

for the year 2017 and 2018. The data was taken from 

Drainage and Irrigation Department of Malaysia. In this 

study, the rainfall was subjected to all the slope models by 

using the hydrology and rainfall apparatus as described 

previously. The hydrology apparatus that used in this study is 

shown in Fig. 4. All models were subjected to an artificial 

rainfall at a constant rate until the slope fails.  

 

 
Fig 4. Hydrology apparatus 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Material properties 

Particle size distribution test has been conducted to all 

materials used in this study. The particle size distribution plot 

of the soil, gravel and TDGM used in this study is shown in 

Fig. 5. Meanwhile, the size of tyre chips was set to be in 

standard size of 20mm. Table III shows the results of specific 

gravity test and compaction test conducted upon all materials 

used in the study.  
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Fig 5. Particle size distribution of soil, gravel and tyre 

buffer 

 

Table III: Results of laboratory test conducted on 

materials used in the study 
Basic properties Soil Gravel Tyre buffer 

D10 0.30 12.00 0.45 

D30 0.92 16.00 0.65 

D60 2.00 22.00 0.82 

Coefficient of uniformity, Cu 6.67 1.83 1.82 

Coefficient of curvature, Cc 1.41 0.97 1.14 

Maximum dry density, max g/cm3 1.6 1.63 1.465 

Specific gravity, Gs 2.56 2.72 1.15 

B. Unprotected slope model subjected to artificial 

rainfall 

Fig. 6 shows the displacement variations against time of 

unprotected slope subjected to artificial rainfall. It is found 

that slope with steeper angle (60) displaced the most 

compared to the other angle. Table IV shows the maximum 

displacement for various slope angle. The displacement of 

slope with 60 angle is also found to be drastically at 

approximately 150 seconds after the commencement of the 

rainfall test. Due to the maximum displacement recorded and 

the time taken for slope to move, slope with 60 angle was 

taken as the critical slope that need to be applied with 

protective countermeasure. 

 
Fig 6. Displacement variations of unprotected slope with 

various angle 

 

 

Table IV: Maximum displacement of unprotected slope 

with various angle 
Slope angle (°) Maximum displacement (mm) 

30 17.71 

45 21.65 

60 25.63 

C. Protected slope model subjected to artificial rainfall 

(backfill made of TDGM) 

Fig. 7 shows the displacement variations against time 

experienced by protected slope model by using gabion wall 

made of gravel and tyre buffer mixture. All of these soil slope 

was protected by using gabion wall which was filled with 

various mixture of gravel and tyre buffer. The backfill 

material behind the gabion wall was using 100% of TDGM.  

Table V shows the maximum displacement of gabion wall 

made from different proportion of gravel and tyre buffer 

mixture. It is found that, maximum displacement of gabion 

wall is significantly reduced from 25.63mm (unprotected 

slope) to 1.62mm (protected slope with gabion wall made of 

tyre buffer). Gabion wall filled with 100% gravel shows the 

best performance in protecting the soil slope where the 

maximum displacement recorded at the end of the test was 

only 0.08mm. In cases which using gravel and tyre buffer 

mixture, proportion of 80:20 is found to be the best ratio 

compared to other ratio. 

Meanwhile, Fig. 8 shows the displacement variations 

against time experienced by protected slope model by using 

gabion wall made of gravel and tyre chip mixture. In 

comparison of two proportion of gravel and tyre chip mixture, 

proportion of 80:20 is found to be nearer to the performance 

of gabion wall made of purely gravel. Table VI shows the 

maximum displacement of gabion wall made from different 

proportion of gravel and tyre chip mixture. Laboratory model 

test for the case of gravel and tyre chips mixture of 20:80 and 

0:100 are unable to be conducted due to limitation of tyre 

chips. 

 
Fig 7. Variation displacement of slope model protected 

with gabion wall made from various proportion of 

gravel:tyre buffer mixture 

 

Table V: Maximum displacement of protected slope 

with gabion wall made of gravel and tyre buffer mixture  
Proportion of gravel and tyre 

buffer mixture 

Maximum displacement (mm) 

100:0 0.08 

80:20 0.34 

50:50  0.44 

20:80 0.90 

0:100 1.62 
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Fig 8. Variation displacement of slope model protected 

with gabion wall made from various proportion of 

gravel:tyre chips mixture 

 

Table VI: Maximum displacement of protected slope 

with gabion wall made of gravel and tyre chip mixture 
Proportion of gravel and tyre 

buffer mixture 

Maximum displacement 

(mm) 

100 : 0 0.08 

80 : 20 0.26 

50 : 50  0.48 

From Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, it can be observed that there are 

significant movement of gabion wall made of either tyre 

buffer or tyre chip compare to gabion wall made of purely 

gravel. Utilization of larger amount of tyre buffer and tyre 

chips resulted to larger displacement of gabion wall. Larger 

displacement of gabion wall was due to the low density 

material that have been used. Lower density material 

(TDGM) was found to be unable to withstand overburden 

pressure (heavier soil due to saturation process) from the top 

of the slope. 

D. Protected slope model subjected to artificial rainfall 

(backfill made of various material) 

The lightweight properties of tyre derived geomaterial 

(either tyre buffer or tyre chip) resulted to significant 

displacement of the gabion wall. Therefore, in order to reduce 

the displacement, backfill material was changed from using 

only pure tyre derived material (100%) to mixture of gravel 

and tyre derived material (by 50% ratio). The replacement of 

backfill material to 100% gravel also has been conducted. Fig. 

9 shows the displacement of gabion wall made of various 

material with various backfill material while Table VII 

highlights the effect of using various types of backfill material 

(in percentage form). 

Based on the results, gravel is found to be the most suitable 

material to be used as backfill for gabion wall. The utilization 

of 100% gravel as the backfill material is able to reduce 

maximum displacement of the gabion wall (although that the 

result is still far compare to the conventional gabion wall). 

Gabion wall made of gravel and tyre chips mixture (ratio of 

80:20) experienced 0.15mm of displacement at the end of the 

test. Although that the percentage of difference is quite 

significant (87.5%), the combination of this ratio with 100% 

gravel as the backfill material is the best condition compare to 

all cases.   

 
Fig 9. Displacement of gabion wall made of various 

material with various backfill material 

 

Table VII: Effect of using various types of backfill 

material 

Proportion 

of gravel 

and TDGM 

mixture 

Proportion of 

compacted 

backfill 

behind 

gabion wall 

Maximum 

displacement 

(mm) 

Percentage 

of 

difference 

(%) 

100:0 

Conventional 

gabion 

Backfill : 100% 

gravel 
0.08 - 

80:20 

(Gravel:tyre 

buffer) 

Backfill : 100% 

TDGM 
0.34 -325 

Backfill : 50% 

TDGM 
0.30 -275 

Backfill : 100% 

gravel 
0.21 -162.5 

80:20 

(Gravel:tyre 

chip) 

Backfill : 100% 

TDGM 
0.26 -225 

Backfill : 50% 

TDGM 
0.24 -200 

Backfill : 100% 

gravel 
0.15 -87.5 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Tyre derived material is found to be less effective to be 

used as single material in replacing gravel as filler in gabion 

wall. High percentage of gravel still need to be added into the 

mixture of tyre material to ensure sufficient self-weight of the 

gabion. From this study, it is found that ratio of 80:20 

(gravel:tyre) with 100% gravel backfill is the best compare to 

all ratio tested. However, the performance of gabion wall 

made of gravel and tyre mixture is still far compare to the 

performance of gabion wall made of purely gravel. Therefore, 

further study need to be conducted to reduce the amount of 

tyre material used in gabion wall. Finding other suitable 

material (other than tyre) or mixing tyre with additional 

material also can be another view that can be considered for 

this study in the future. 
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